Digital Revolution – Resetting Global Power Politics?

Welcome Address:
- Heiko Maas, Federal Minister for Foreign Affairs
- H.E. Carlos Alvarado Quesada, President of the Republic of Costa Rica
- Andreas Gebhard, re:publica co-founder & CEO

Stage Host: Geraldine de Bastion

07:50 – 09:00 Welcome Webcast
Registration & Light Breakfast

09:00 – 09:30 Weltsaal
Welcome Addresses:
- Heiko Maas, Federal Minister for Foreign Affairs
- H.E. Carlos Alvarado Quesada, President of the Republic of Costa Rica
- Andreas Gebhard, re:publica co-founder & CEO

Stage Host: Geraldine de Bastion

09:30 – 11:00 Weltsaal
Digital Revolution: Resetting Global Power Politics?
Chair: Andreas Michaelis
Speakers:
- Prof. Uri Rosenthal, Netherlands, political scientist, former minister of foreign affairs, co-founder of the Freedom Online Coalition
- Nanjala Nyabola, Kenya, political analyst, author of “Digital Democracy, Analogue Politics”
- Laura Rosenberger, USA, director of the Alliance for Securing Democracy, German Marshall Fund of the United States
- Oliver della Costa Stuenkel, Germany/Brazil, professor of international relations, Fundação Getúlio Vargas (FGV), São Paulo

11:00 – 11:30 Coffee Break

11:30 – 13:00 Weltsaal
Disruptive Technologies: Chances and Challenges
Moderator: Coman Hamilton
Speakers:
- Julia Kloiber, Austria, Partner Ashoka Germany, founder of Superrr Lab & Prototype Fund
- Kaustubh Srikanth, India, hacktivist, technologist and researcher
- Caroline Sinders, USA, research fellow & artist, Harvard Kennedy School
- Dr Reiko Kondo, Japan, director of the Office of the Director-General for Cybersecurity, Japanese Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications

11:30 – 13:30 Rathenau-Saal:
How Can the Foreign Office Remain an Effective Foreign Policy Player in the Digital World of Tomorrow?
Ambassador Hinrich Thölken, special representative for International Digitalisation Policy and Digital Transformation, German Federal Foreign Office

Moderators: Henning Recke, Claire Lauterloff

11:30 – 13:30 Stresemann-Saal:
The Law and Norms of Cyberspace – Why Should We Trust That States Will Do What They Say at the UN?
Dr Thomas Fitzsimons, special representative for Cyber Foreign Policy and Cyber Security, German Federal Foreign Office

Moderators: Kaan Sahin, Bettina Köbler

11:30 – 13:30 Adenauer-Saal:
How Can We Use Digital Tools as a Tool of State Policy to Support the Procedure of Democratic Consolidation?
Gregor Reisch, desk officer Crisis Early Warning, German Federal Foreign Office

Moderators: Cornelia Adolfh, Carmen Bönisch

11:30 – 13:30 Lesehof der Bibliothek:
Global Diplomacy Lab: Creating a Digital Agenda for Peace and Sustainable Development
Flavia Alfenas Amorim
Co-facilitator: Anya Baum

Developed and facilitated in cooperation with the German Council on Foreign Relations (DGAP)

According to experts, our world will change more in the next ten years than it has in the past fifty. But what does that specifically mean? This session's speakers will present four visions of possible futures where technologies can have a large impact on the world as we know it. They will also discuss the risks these technologies present as well as how these risks can be limited and how new technologies can be used to strengthen democracy and the common good.

Digital Revolution: The Industrial Revolutions ensured geopolitical dominance for the countries that led it for a very long time. Now, which countries will benefit the most from the Digital Revolution and which ones will struggle? How will the global balance of power shift in the military, political and economic domains? What does a world with two techno-spheres around the USA and China mean for key players such as Germany, Japan or Brazil? This panel's speakers will look at how digitisation may shift the current geopolitical landscapes in the future.

Stroemmann-Seal: The Law and Norms of Cyberspace Why Should We Trust That States Will Do What They Say at the UN?
Dr Thomas Fitzsimons, special representative for Cyber Foreign Policy and Cyber Security, German Federal Foreign Office

Moderators: Kaan Sahin, Bettina Köbler

Reinwardt-Seal: How Can the Foreign Office Remain an Effective Foreign Policy Player in the Digital World of Tomorrow?
Ambassador Hinrich Thölken, special representative for International Digitalisation Policy and Digital Transformation, German Federal Foreign Office

Moderators: Henning Recke, Claire Lauterloff

Adenauer-Seal:
How Can We Use Digital Tools as a Tool of State Policy to Support the Procedure of Democratic Consolidation?
Gregor Reisch, desk officer Crisis Early Warning, German Federal Foreign Office

Moderators: Cornelia Adolfh, Carmen Bönisch

Lesotho der Bibliothek:
Global Diplomacy Lab: Creating a Digital Agenda for Peace and Sustainable Development
Flavia Alfenas Amorim
Co-facilitator: Anya Baum

Geopolitics – Ideation Labs
Developed and facilitated in cooperation with the German Council on Foreign Relations (DGAP)

Future Affairs Berlin 2019
Democracy & Digitisation

- Democracy & Digitisation: Will Democracy Survive the Digital Revolution?
  - Introduction: Aleia Barcena, Burren
  - Moderator: Milan York, director of International Freedom of Expression, Electronic Frontier Foundation
  - Speakers: Maria von Bielik, Hito Steyerl, Verena Weisbard, Stano Vajak

15:30 – 16:00

Democracy & Digitisation - Insight Talks

- Rathmann Sahl: Trolling the Messenger: Censorship and Regulation of Information Disorders in Latin America
  - Morimans Diaz Hernandez, Venezuela, lawyer & digital rights activist, Derechos Digitales

16:00 – 16:50

Coffee Break

16:50 – 18:00

Wi-Fi Cafe

New Philosophies

- New Philosophies
  - Paradigm Shifts in a Machine-Intelligent World
  - Developing and facilitating cooperation with the German Council of Foreign Relations (DGAP)

17:00 – 18:00

New Philosophies - Innovation Labs

- Rathmann Sahl: Work – New Skill Set for a Post-Human Workforce
  - Mads Paulsen, Germany, policy advisor, Innovation Office for the Federal Ministry for Family Affairs, Senior Citizens, Women and Youth

19:00 – 19:30

Drinks and Networking

08:00 – 08:30

Exhibition

- Think Privacy
  - Adam Harvey (USA/Germany), artist and researcher

09:00 – 09:30

Autonomous States Session

- The Kitty & Artificial Intelligence
  - Stephanie Hankey, co-founder and executive director, Tactical Technology Collective

09:30 – 09:35

Moderators: Kaan Sahin, Betina Köbler

09:35 – 10:15

Will Brands Sahl: Governance – Automating the Decision-Making Process

10:15 – 10:45

Moderators: Dr. Pinar Yoldaş, Mads Pankow

10:45 – 11:15

Willy Brands Sahl: The State of Surveillance: Is Big Data the Next Big Brother?

11:15 – 11:45

Moderators: Lorena Jaume-Palasí, Camilo Jiménez Santofimio

11:45 – 12:15

Why Brands Sahl: The State of Surveillance: Is Big Data the Next Big Brother?

12:15 – 12:45

Moderators: Inés Ballesta, Beatriz García

12:45 – 13:30

Lunch Break

13:30 – 14:00

Introduction of all System

14:00 – 14:30

The Kitty & Artificial Intelligence

14:30 – 15:00

Moderators: Dr. Pinar Yoldaş, Melissa Christensen

15:00 – 15:30

Will Brands Sahl: Governance – Automating the Decision-Making Process

15:30 – 16:00

Moderators: Dr. Georgios Kolliarakis, Dr. Mads Pankow

16:00 – 16:30

Basic Income and Beyond: Work – New Skill-Set for a Post-Human Workforce

16:30 – 17:00

Moderators: Carina Böttcher, Gesine Höltmann

17:00 – 17:30

Digitisation: New Paradigms

17:30 – 18:00

Digitalisation: New Paradigms

18:00 – 18:30

Moderators: Isabella Dräger, Michelle Christiansen

18:30 – 19:00

Drinks and Networking

19:00 – 19:30

Exhibition

- Think Privacy
  - Adam Harvey (USA/Germany), artist and researcher

20:00 – 20:30

Autonomous States Session

- The Kitty & Artificial Intelligence
  - Stephanie Hankey, co-founder and executive director, Tactical Technology Collective

20:30 – 21:00

Moderators: Kaan Sahin, Betina Köbler

21:00 – 21:30

Willy Brands Sahl: Governance – Automating the Decision-Making Process

21:30 – 22:00

Moderators: Dr. Pinar Yoldaş, Melissa Christensen

22:00 – 22:30

Why Brands Sahl: The State of Surveillance: Is Big Data the Next Big Brother?

22:30 – 23:00

Moderators: Lorena Jaume-Palasí, Camilo Jiménez Santofimio

23:00 – 23:30

Why Brands Sahl: The State of Surveillance: Is Big Data the Next Big Brother?

23:30 – 00:00

Moderators: Inés Ballesta, Beatriz García

00:00 – 00:30

Introduction of all System

00:30 – 01:00

The Kitty & Artificial Intelligence

01:00 – 01:30

Moderators: Dr. Pinar Yoldaş, Melissa Christensen

01:30 – 02:00

Why Brands Sahl: Governance – Automating the Decision-Making Process

02:00 – 02:30

Moderators: Dr. Georgios Kolliarakis, Dr. Mads Pankow

02:30 – 03:00

Basic Income and Beyond: Work – New Skill-Set for a Post-Human Workforce

03:00 – 03:30

Moderators: Carina Böttcher, Gesine Höltmann

03:30 – 04:00

Digitalisation: New Paradigms

04:00 – 04:30

Digitalisation: New Paradigms

04:30 – 05:00

Drinks and Networking

05:00 – 05:30

Exhibition